Declaration of Under-delivery Operational Flow Order (OFO)  
Pennsylvania Service Territory  
Posted 01/28/19

In accordance with the provisions of our Pennsylvania tariff, National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation (NFGDC) is declaring an Under-delivery Operational Flow Order (OFO) for gas scheduled to flow to Monthly-Metered Transportation (MMNGS and SATS) market pools beginning at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard time on Tuesday, January 29, 2019. This action is being taken to safeguard the operational integrity of the NFGDC system given the forecasted colder than normal weather.

We anticipate that this OFO will continue in effect for a four day period ending 10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard time on Saturday, February 2, 2019, and may be extended if necessary. We will provide prior notice if this is to occur.

Deliveries to MMNGS and SATS pools on the NFGDC system must be at one-hundred percent (100%) of the aggregated daily delivery quantities (ADDQs) posted daily on the NFG website. Deliveries less than 100% will be subject to penalty charges specified in the tariff. Distribution is requesting that all Market Pool Operators make every attempt to match deliveries to their posted Daily Delivery Quantities (DDQs).

Service classes not identified in the above OFO shall remain subject to the System Alert effective January 25, 2019. Suppliers for Daily-Metered Transportation Service customers should continue to make every effort to match daily deliveries with daily customer usage.

If you have any questions, please contact Joanne Maciok at (716) 857-7670.